This plan describes the methods we will use to ensure proper social distancing and when masks
are required. It was written by Mike Smith.
All campers will be assigned to a cohort of no more than 10 campers. Each camper cohort will
also have 2-3 assigned counselors. Remaining adults will be assigned to adult cohorts. Each
camper cohort will be assigned an indoor room that will only be used by them (cohort room).
They will also be assigned a table in the dining hall that will only be used by them. Each cohort
will do activities separate from the other cohorts or the activities will be planned so the cohorts
can stay at least 6 ft from any other cohort during the activity. Any activity involving more than
one cohort will be done outside while maintaining 6 ft distancing between cohorts. The Caper
Center is considered a covered outdoor space if the doors and side panels are open. If there
are questions about requirements for a specific activity, directors should contact the Covid
Coordinator to brainstorm.
Masks are required:
1. During check in and check out
2. When moving from one activity to another unless there is no possibility of passing
someone from another cohort
a. This includes going to and from the dining hall and to and from chapel
3. When talking with anyone from another cohort including adults from different cohorts
a. This covers situations like a director needing talk with a counselor or camper or
needing to take a camper to the ER
4. During any situation not specifically covered in the section below on “masks not
required”
a. Exceptions to be approved by the Covid coordinator and director
b. Directors will let campers know if masks are required for activities with more than
one cohort
Masks are not required:
1. When campers and adults are inside their own cabin rooms
2. When cohorts are in their cohort room
3. When seated at dining room table and eating
4. At chapel if the cohort is in their designated seating area
5. At any activity without other cohorts within 25 feet
a. An adult from another cohort can lead the activity but needs to wear a mask and
keep 6 ft distance from the cohort
Check in /check out, meals, chapel and snack shack have separate detailed plans with
requirements for social distancing and masks.
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